WHY TEACH
HIGH SCHOOL PHYSICS?

You’ll make a Difference
Affect the lives of 100+ children every day. Help the first person in a family graduate high school or prepare for a career that affords a better living than their parents.

Great for having a Family
Same schedule as your kids, enjoy holidays and summers off, paid sick leave, inexpensive health insurance, and up to 100% student loan forgiveness.

Job Security
Instead of “Can I get a job?” you’ll ask “Which job do I take?”

Professional Opportunities
Contribute to state and federal education policy or spend summers doing paid research at places like CERN & LIGO.

Choose your own path
» Physics B.A.
» Physics B.S. w/Sci Ed minor
» Engineering B.S. w/Sci Ed minor
» Sci Ed B.S. w/Physics minor
» M.A. in Teaching Physics

Contact
Adam LaMee
Teacher-in-Residence
PSB 11
physics.cos.ucf.edu/phystec
UCF PhysTEC
adam.lamee@ucf.edu
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